
CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

In this chapter the researcher discusses conclusion and suggestion.

A. Conclusion

Based on the finding from chapter IV, the researcher concludes that:

1. The English Grammar Application is effective to teach Simple Past Tense on

the first Grader of Islamic Senior High School Kota Blitar in academic year

2018/2019. It can be seen from the students before and after treatment. The

score after the treatment was higher than the score before the treatment. Thus,

the use of English Grammar Application is effective in teaching simple past

tense. The students were very active when the writer gave them question. So

many  of  them  raised  their  hand  to  answer  the  researcher  question  in

experimental class.

2. During the treatment, the researcher saw that the students were very enjoy with

the learning process. The looked very happy because they do not need to writhe

the  material  in  delivering  the  material  and  they  also  do  not  need  to  cross

answer sheet for doing the test. 

3. Some students cheat during the treatment. There some of boys that still open

another application such as whatsapp, Instagram, facebook, etc. 
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B. Suggestion

The  finding  of  research  show  that  English  Grammar  Application  was

effective to used. Thus, some suggestion is addressed to:

a. Students in English Department

English Grammar Application is a modern media which is simpler

than book . by downloading this application from playstore, the students

can  learn  grammar,  reading,  and  speaking  in  their  leisure  time.  The

researcher  hope that  the students  will  increase  their  ability  in  English

especially in grammar after study with English Grammar Application.

b. For English Teacher

Teacher  must  be  creative  to  help  their  students  understand  in

material in order to make them enjoy the learning process. If the teacher

uses modern media as like this application in classroom, the students will

understand the material faster than use conventional media. In the end of

academic year, the students will get higher value than previous semester.

c. For Department

The use of English Grammar Application is considered as effective

media in teaching and learning. Thus, the department should make a rule

to implement an mobile phone in learning process so their department

will birth the good graduated students.
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d. For reader

The researcher suggests for the reader to download such kind of

source of knowledge in playstore to get more knowledge from mobile

phone. 

e. For society

The researcher  suggests to  the society to learn English in many

way  so  they  can  use  English  appropriately,  because  English  is

international language as a tool for communication.

f. For the future research

This research is  not perfect yet.  The writer  suggests to the next

researcher to conduct their study on the similar area by improving the

methodology  or  use  it  as  the  reference  to  conduct  further  research

related  to  the  use  of  English  Grammar  Application  in  teaching

Grammar.  This  study  is  very  important  because  it  gives  some

knowledge to the other researcher and to know the benefit  of using

media in teaching and learning.


